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11/6/71;- 
and devoured. Thank u for them.

this tunnel with pick 
worked in the Grass~ ’

(6) Then I took a special Course of train
ing as a “COLPORTEUR-EVANGELIST.»» 
(?) I became interested in Organic Garden
ing, especially “Prevention0 and Natural 
Remedies - as opposed to Drugs. I think 
it is only a Rig that would find some** 
.thing Good like that * and keep it to 
himself. I wanted to tell others. I think 
it is a “Generation of Vipers11 that would 
come in and take over the Church with ' 
the Hollow-Fang of their Needles. I think 
it* is Time to stamp on the Head of that 
Serpent. If you Love your Fell oilmen. 
Have any ComjSssion for Souls, for those ' 
who have been Struck with the Hollow^Fang. 
Loaded with Poison, just because they 
are'Sick. “This is MURDER, actual MURDER., 
Seeds of DEATH...I tell you this bpcause’ 
I dare not withhold it." Mm 139,229.1896.* 
“FAITH without WORKS is DEAD, being ALONE. 
FAITH will never save you'uriLeBs it is <■ 
JUSTIFIED by WCRKS.U T2 .*159.166-7,

“Curse ye $eroz, said the Angel of the 
Lord, curse ye bitterly the inhabitants
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2^940 Lane St., IERRIS, Calif. 92370. 
Dear Bro. Hoehn*

Dr packet of gold nuggets received, tun uevuu 
In the way of criticism, (if u can stand criticism) is, driving 
& shovel, so far before striking the nuggets. Once about I9I0 I _________ ___
Vallby gold mines in northern Calif, and I know what it is to strike pockets of gold. 
We drove about 50 feet before striking a pocket. Between the pockets the ore was not 
worth milling, but the pockets made mining profitable. The pockets were not large, may
be a wheelbarrow* load, but very rich, maybe $50,000.00 worth. Of course the miners & 
muckers high-graded. I was one of them.'

... \ In your mine, we readers, especially me, don’t like mining thru so 
much muck before reaching a nugget .'That BRINSMEAD stuff, WHY do u waste ur time on” 
th&t kind of mining. ’Its WASTE material, NO GOLD IN IT~ You should have quit it years 
ago, you FOUND this mining' stuff was worthless, why keep bn mining in it when u know 
it is WORTHLESS? ? ? ? I wrote u this kind of counsel years ago. We should* get into 
the REAL’ GOSPEL WCRK which is GOSPEL OF CHRIST’,* not the gospel of Byinsmeads. Pitch a 
tent & preach CHRIST. We have'only a little’ time left. -

Believe It or not, ,,,I'’m preaching in 6 to I4 different churches in 
one day, have been for some tire • An ’extremely important sermon. SOULS OF MEN. DE
CEIVED, LIED TO, *^1 SQUIBED. for 6000 years. Its time 'these lied to souls should be 
made AWARE OF IT. Don’t u'think??? I’m doing it with my tracts, so I’m an INVISIBLE”* 
PREACHER. They won’t let me preach”IN their churches,’ so' I have to preach it to them’ 
OUTSIDE of their churches. Even the SDA’s have their door LOCKED & BARRED against me. 
The only church I can*preach in is the *.’... THANKS for”the magazine on CANCER,,.I’ve 
been down to my summer in the winter time place, and getting ready to go again...

As ever....with the VERY BEST CHRISTIAN REGARDS, I am, 
(Carp.) El, Carpenter.

“They HATE him that REBUKETH In the gate, 
and they ABHOR him that speaketh UPRIGHTLY.11 Amos 5:IO. 
o—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—b—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0

REPLY:
Why expose RDB? Here is the'Reason*
(1) Tn seeking God I went from the family 
Lutheran Church to the Baptist Church. That 
wanted me to be a Minister.
(2) ' A’ Bible Student came to”our Place and 
I learned the Truth about Hdll.
(3‘) I immediately championed this Message. 
Had 4 Adventists in the family'. All they 
knew was “SABBATH,w Did not care if”anyone 
kept believing in Hell-Torment. I wont *back 
to the Banti st Church and spoke to -them (a 
Boy of I5)’- for 2’Hours. Made quite'ah 
Impressibn. The Lord gave mo a victory.” 
(4> Then I went to the Adventist College.' 
I thought this was close' to Heaven, W© had 
a wonderful Bible Teacher. Elder Nowbold. 
There were other Notable Elders in”that Con
ference. Who taught me much, Onb went out 
of his way-to prove to' me that they CHANGED 
the TESTIMONIES’ Loanad me a very valuable 
Book - the ORIGINAL SPIRIT CF PROPHECY’ 
I took Notes'from it. Still have them, 
(5) From there I wont out Canvassing,

• * •• * ' ■ •* ■ ; - ■ •'V»« • > / -V •' • ,



Judges 5:23. What

IBM

■"Z zz2-247.2 thereof; because they came NOT to 
the Help of the Lord, to the Help* of' the. . 
Lord against the Mighty.” Judges 5:23. What 
had Moroz done? NOTHING. And this was their 
Sin." 12:247,255,284. ’ ’ ■

“Satan will, no doubt, through his delu
sions deceive these delinquent souls, and 
make them believe that they are"about RIGHT 
after all»,.flatter themselves that they are 
RICH and have NEED of NOTHING; 'The CURSE of

396. lei
Important Event that could implicate us -

ome upon 1 FIRST
the STRAIGHT TESTIMONY to (NOT FROM’) 

, And those who accept and 
give the Straight Testimony as it SWELLS 
INTO ?HE LOUD CRY. These are SEALED~with 
the SEAL of the Living God, See them Sealed BEFORE the “LOUD CRY” in EW 271.

- BUT
But id the middle of this comes a* False 
Refoimation spaiked to Life by certain 
Doctrines catalogued and documented in 
the*Testimonies’ The SEALING develops 
or rather brings to a Head *• two Classes 
that were once one.
CLASS 1) Receive the SEAL of God.

In many Sections of the' Nation CLASS .2/ Receive the MARK of. the BEAST.. 
No Sunfay Law needed for this. All they 
have to do is VOLUNTARILY to keep Sunday. 
Watch them'next EASTER. The favorite of 
all SUii-days. “CURSED be he that re
builds^ JERICHO.1’ “JERICHO.-.. the ‘center 
of the worship of ASHTORETH, vilest and

flatter themselves that they

Meroz rests upon them." T2*395.
“...your NEGLECT to FORM a CHARACTER.“396.

(8) * I wrote an 'article for “VIM11 magazine.
Reprints went around the World. People who 
never know me sent them out - one sent out 
7,000 to 12,000. " ‘ • -
(9) The'first Raper 1“ published was against 
the Church becoming embroiled in WAR - as' 
the Adventists did in Germany in World War 
(I) and again in World War \2*).‘I investi
gated what happened. Bo not writo"ahd ask 
me about that - that is* long since under 
the Bridge. What they are doing NOT is what 
Counts. Such as "OPERATIOITWITE-COAT” - 
we should put out new Rapers oh that.
(10) I was called on the Carpet for “Criti
cizing” the “Brethren." Trouble is - I have 
to FIND the "BRETHREN11* before I can “CRITI
CIZE" them! I spoke for IJ- hours before'a ‘ 
sfclefct Committee of 16. That Talk'should'be 
Published^ They voted"to put me out - and 
could not. The President of" the Canadian 
Union Conference said5 “I see*nothing ‘Wrong 
in that! Keep on Printing your Papers!" He 
never changed his Mina. Elder ^lsdp.''So the 
local BC Conference President framed me,

. after The Union President* was gonol Quite a" 
Story. I have obeyed *lder ^IseiTover sin
(11) Why do I not just* "Teach the Truth!"

1 a Movement or a Church? and

these have a basic Knowledge of the Truth, 
and will Shine in the Midnight* Hour when 
Barkne'ss covers the Earth. Wherever and 
Whoever they are. The Honest. EW 26I.
(B) The Coming Test - that the whole 

World anticipates- is NOT coming as* 
Adventists suppose. Not at all. Their 
“FROOMS” tell them they will* soon give 
the’‘"LOUD CRY.“ They have been* telling 
them that for the last TOO years. Ever 

t around that elusive Corner.
Since the Coming Crisis Is the most

HOW will it come-? We have passedby the 
World of Mohammedanism, Shintoism,‘‘Bud
dhism, Communism, Romanism, Judaism - " 
we have passed by the Lutherans' and' the ' 
Baptists, the Pentecosts and the ,Mormons, 
and we find ourselves in the Adventist** 
World. And we find this people as mixed- 
up about' what the TESTIMONIES teach as 
the other Churches about the BIBLE. Yet 
we believe th At “JUDGMENT must COMMENCE 
with the House of God." So"the* first 
Phase of the Sealing'is the Straight 
Testimony to the Laodiceans “upon which'* 
the DESTINY of the Church HANGS.” EW 270. 
And the* next page shows the “LOUD CRY” i. 
but read it from TI:l80-2 and FOOTNOTES! 
(D^ The Adventist is'all out of Order* 

when he looks for the' “LOUD CRY;” What 
comes FIRST? “GATHER ye FIRST the TARES 
for the'BURNING.” “GATHER, yea GATHERS 
0 (defiomi-) NATION not desired,“before 
the fierce Anger of the Lord c 
YOU.® FOOTNOTES in TI:I8O-2.) 
comes \ 

I have obeyed Elder Nelsen"over since, the Laodiceans

. Even start up a Movement or a Church? and 
let'it go at that? I notice Brother Carp

■ s*aid? "It’s Time these lied to souls should
- be made aware of it. Don’t u think?" Alright 

Carp - why not Adventists - ??? Or why not 
ju'st FORGET them and do what is EASIER - 
work among OUTSIDERS???

HERE IS WHY::f:: ’ "
(*A) Thousands upon Thousand's have done that, 

- are doing that. Thus a Separation has_taken 
place. Not known by most'Self-satisfied 
Adventists!(l) 
the Church OUT of the Church'is BIGGER than 
the Church IN the Church. More ‘‘people EX^'- 
FELLED than remain IN the Church! These are 
General Conference figures. Ask Pierson..
(2) How many ALMOST became Adventists until 

■, they had a good Look at Adventists! Many of



"All the'Sinners 3f ^’people shall’

THEREFORE"
What Work on Earth could be more Import
ant than to EXPOSE the ERRGRS"’in the 
11 Introduction of False Theories?’1 Will 
you Help in this Work - ???

RE^'EMBER THIS:
(a) If you have Compassion"for Souls -

Message. As the Captain of the lord’s Host ’ 
TORE DOWN the Walls of JERICHO.” 1^410.1897.

’’BAAL and ASHTORETH,,.with the defenses 
of the soul BROKEN DOWN, the mis-guided 
worshippers had EC BARRIER"against Sin. • • 
fell a helpless prey to the EVIL PASSIONS

BUKETH in the’^Gate,” Amos”declared

you’show them the Right Way. You warn 
them of the Wrong Way.
(b) In exposing Error and Darkness -’you 
AUTOMATICALLY reveal TRUTH and LIGHT. 
This cannot be Separated.
(c) You want to be SEALED? You CANNOT be 
SEALED without ’’Showing My people ALL 
their ABOMINATIONS,* ’’Mark this point 
with Care.” ’’But the general SLAUGHTER 
of ALL those who do not thus SEE (will) ’ 
..BEGIN at My Sanctuary.” 13:267. Ego.9.
(D) How can'the people choose* between 
Truth and Error unless the Lord calls 
’’MEN OF KEEN PERCEPTION” to set forth ” 
’’the"Truth IN CONTRAST with ERROR,” Just 
where ARE those men — ???
(E) Remember this - no “LOUD CRY” with
out'the SEALING of ADVENTISTS FIRST"* ' 
(When i’ say: “ADVENTISTS” in this Sett
ing,’ I mean: “SABBATARIANS.”)"Nb' "CRYING 
ALOUD”no “Show them ALL their ABOMI
NATIONS” - no SEALING J Will we be SEALED?

Laodiceans - are SEALED. EW 270-1. 
"The TRUTH‘will be CRITICIZED', SCORNED, 

and DERIDED,. .But the Lord will raise up 
are ALL Adulterers”..• and MEN of KEEN PERCEPTION, who will give*" 

these TRUTHS their proper place in''the 
Plan of God.” SM I:20l.'62:5!, I9O4.'~ '•

a SHAKING... If will be'the 
result" of REFUSING the TRUTH presented.” 
SM 2?I^. "*”God will AROUSE His people^" 
if other means fail, HERESIES will "‘come 
IN AMONG them, which'will SIFT theta, SEPA
RATING the Chaff from the'Wheat.“T5:707. 

"While men will not heed repeated WARN-
— —* -7 are PLEASED with FALSE TEACHERS

of the Lord against the Mghty. God Himself who FLATTER their VANITY and STRENGTHEN 
their INIQUITY, but who will FAIL-TO-HELP 
THEM-IN-THE-DAY-CF-TROUBLE.. .The DEFECTS 
of CHARACTER...must be PUT AWAY.“T4:I8O.

EVENT (3) Not only Church-Members cons®

“When the early Church became CORRUPTED 
by...accepting Heathen Rites and Customs^ 
(X-Mass & Easter) Sh6 LOST the Spirit and 
Power of God." GC 443;

EVENTS. “
EVENT (l) "When the SHAKING comes, by the 
introduction of FALSE THEORIES,” TM Il2.~ 
EVENT (2) "These FALSE PROPHETS will have 
to be MET...These, FALSE PROPHETS, who claim 
to* be taught of God, will take beautiful 
Scriptures that have been given to adorn 
the Truth, and will use them as" a ROBE of 
RIGHTEOUSNESS to cover FALSE and DANGEROUS 
Theories...misleading Theories...including 
the Sanctuary Question." Ev.360, 1906.

"We have now before us the ALPHA of this 
Danger. The OMEGA will be of a most startl
ing nature..."MEET" IT," is the Word spoken 
to me. "MEET IT firmly, and without'del ay." 
.'.."In the book "LIVING TEMPLE” there is 
presented the ALPHA of deadly HERESIES" The 
OMEGA will follow, and will be received by 
those who are not willing to hoed the “Warn
ing God has given." SM 1:197,200. 1904.

"My Message to you is: No longer*consent 
to listen WITHOUT PROTEST to the perversion 
of Truth. UNMASK the pretentious Sophistries 
.•.seducing spirits and Doctrines of Devils" 
SM 1:196-7. B2Jl5,5O. 1904.

3-*(#247.) most degrading of all CanaanitisH "There is to be 
forms of Idolatry." PK 229. "ASHTORETH, the 
Goddess of the Moon." PP 487.
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-6-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-b-d-o-o-o 
"LIGHT, brethren. MORE LIGHT we need. BLCM 
the Trumpet IN ZION* sound an ALARM in the 
Holy Mountain.. .Let them be ARMED and EQUIP
PED, ^and come up to the BATTLE’- to the Help INGS* they

will work for Israel. Every lying tongue" 
will be Silenced. Angel Ts hands will over
throw the deceptive Schemes that are being 
framed. ’The bulwarks of Satan will NEVER ‘ ...  
Triumph. VICTORY^ will attend the Third Angel’s tute LAODICEANS, Those ’RICH7 and* increased 

with their own GOODNESS - bring about a 
"REFCRMATIONUFROM-BAD-TO-WCRSE.« FT 22. 
RH AI:9. (LEFT OUT of EW 45.)’»...if ' 
their"HEARTS could be seen, they would’ 
appear “as BLACK as ever.” (Same. / 1849.

EVENT (4) Those who GIVE, arid those who 
of the human Heart,,."They HATE*’him that RE— ACCEPT - the Straight Testimony to the 
BUKETH in thecate,” Amos”declared, "arid" 
they ABHOR him that speaketh UPRIGHTLY" "V,, 
FILLED WITH INDIGNATION, the Prophet addres
sed them..."They 1 
"their ABOMINATIONS were according as they 
LOVED,. ."All the’Sinners df M^’pedpTe shall’   , ,
DIE by the Sword." RH A6:402-47~~l9l4.PK 282. EVENT (5) These, and these ONLY - give ;

“When the early Church became CORRUPTED the Loud Cry.



s Spirit will PASS BY those who

vCUlllllUO U1 tt-UCl VVXX.

the Church?) from the FAITH,   
d Angel by our Side, Believe it* He will.” JUDG-* 
1900* Ev.27. T®NT must COMMENCE' with the House of God" 

Therefore the Order of God1
(1) STRAIGHT TESTIMONY to the LAODICEANS
(2) BEFORE the “LOUD CRY.* 
(?) WHO ig the Laodicean;;?
(4) WHO is the “RICHEST* in all the Land? 
Is it not those who were WITH us but who 
went “OUT FROM US?" Because they want to 
Believe they “ARE SAVED "(PAST TENSE J)_ 
So the False Prophet informs them *Nor
thing Doubting?1 “A FINISHED Work!" The 
real, genuine" 100$ LAODICEAN] And going 
BACK into LaoSticea into the Bargain - 
yes,'it'is Time-to “FLEE OUT J* For your 
Life! °r be"*enveloped by the AWAKENING 
DARKNESS deep as MIDNIGHT! This is the 
Warning and this is the Test!

*1 AM SAVED']®., .“of all SINS the most 
HOPELESS, the' most INSURABLE.“See COL 
155,154. Ev.595. PH AI:65.(How many*' 
will be able to shake loose of THAT SIN?)

4- (^247.) SEALING OF ADVENTISTS J BEFORE THE 
LOUD CRY]]!
" • • .THE GREAT CRISIS.. .will have come.. .In 
quick succession the JUDGMENTS of God idll 
follow one another - FIRE & FLOOD & EARTH
QUAKE, with WAR & BLOODSHED.

n0h,' that the people might KNOW the TIME 
of their VISITATION’ ...The TIME of God’s 
destructive JUDGMENTS is the TIP® of Mercy 
for those who have had no opportunity to 
learn what is Truth. TENDERLY will the Lord 
look upon THEM. His heart of M&rcy is touch
ed; His hand is still stretched out to Save, 
WHILE—THE—DOOR—IS—CLOSED to those who would —- 
not Enter.” 19^97,(No, they would not “ENTER” & Byways” 
- they followed the FALSE TIP® PROPHETS who 
kept them in the FIRST APARTMENT or way but

be]") ’ WOULD NOT ENTER]
"I dreamed of seeing a TEMPLE TO WHICH 

(only "TO WHICH]” ) TO WHICH many people 
were Flocking. Only"those who took REFUGE 
IN that TEMPLE would be Saved"when TIP® 
should Close. All who remained OUTSIDE would 
be forever Lost. THE MULTITUDES WITHOUT.,’® 

SWELL TO... EW 78.
" •. .both SEPARATION and UNITY"will be seen 
in our Banks...’
Those who have had GREAT LIGHT and precious 0-0 
privileges, but-have-not-im^rovod-them’, wlllj (f) 
under one PRETEXT or another, go OUT from us. 
Not having received the LOVE of the TRUTH, 
they will be taken in the DELUSIONS of the 
ENEMY; they will* give heed to seducing 
spirits and Doctrines of Devils, and will 
depart (from the Church?) from the FAITH.,, 
THEN will the Passage of the Third Angel 
SWELL to a LOUD CRY.” 16*400-1. ~7“. ” 
0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-6-0-0 
You thiric you can Hear these Truths - do 
nothing about it - and be Saved anyway -? 
While HELPING the WRONG Side - ???
0-0—o—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—b—o—0—0—0 
"Unless those who can HELP,,.are aroused 
to a sense of their Duty, they-will-not- 
RECOGNIZE the Work of God when the LOUD CRY 
of the Third Angel shall be heard .“TM 3 00. 
0-0—0—0-0—0—0—0—0—0—0-0—0—0—o-o-o-o-o-o—0—0 
"Those who HIDE THEIR LIGHT will 'soon lose 
all Bower to let it Shine. THEY are repre
sented by the FOOLISH VIRGINS; and when the 
CRISIS comes, and the’LAST CALL is made... 
"Go ye OUT to meet Him," they will find 
that...their LIGHT has gone OUT..'.The'PEACE- 
AND-SAFETY cry HUSHED them to Slumber!., 
can-not-go-ln with the WISE VIRGINS...
“COME OUT from among them,‘and be ye SEPA
RATE, saith the Lqrd."BH A3*601.Aug,21,1898,

“They will SUDDENLY’be DESTROYED,' aM 
that without Remedy." TM 453. T5*524.* 

“Probation closes..•This time comes 
SUDDENLY'upon all, and those who Have 
neglected to PURIFY their Souls by’OBEY
ING the TRUTH'are found Sleeping... 
“WATCH ye therefore.” T2*I9I.

“God^s Spirit will PASS BY those who 
have-had-their-day of Test & Opportunity.. 
Then Thousands ih the Uth. Hour will"' 
see and acknowledge the Truth.“SM 2!I6. 
(I think this' is more than enough to 
prove' there are TWO OR MORE CALLS to 'the 
Supper Invitation. “Go into the Highways 

1” orders the Master, while He 
says of those who REJECTED—THE—FIRST—CALL 
"Verily I say unto you - not-one-of-them 

infthe OUTER COURT! "What FOOLS those mortals shall Taste of My Supper!")
o—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
So ACCEPT this Truth once-and-for-all! 
Do not STUBBORNLY RESIST it just to 
please that False Prophet of yours. Who 
will fail to Help you in the Time of 
Trouble. REJECT one Truth such as thi£- 
ahd Light after Light will be rejected 
just as easily. WHY-REJECT-IT -* i Just 
because you do-hot-like-it? Your~LIKINj ’ 

they will yield to*Temptation, has NOTHING to do with God’s pure Truth!
o—O—o—o—o—o—0—o—0—o—o—b—o—o—0—0—O—O—0—o 

In the Order of God -'"no Punishment, 
• no Judgment of God can come“to close up 

affairs on Earth — UNTIL the WARNING is 
given FIRST. That is how Important this 
Work is, and why the Forces of Evil are 
now gathering to assail it. But in the 
Darkest Hour God has promised to Stand



"So far from desiring* to WITHHOLD ANY
THIN! that I* have ever published, I’ 
would feel great satisfaction in giving 
to the public EVERY LINE of my writings 
that has ever been Printed."SM 1:60. 
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-d-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o 
Yet they yanked out 4 pages out of the 
"GREAT CONTROVERSY” in 1888.’ THOUSANDS 
of other CHANGES, ADDITIONS, MUTILATIONS, 
And THIS was of the BIG BATTLE of 
1888J WHO was going to LEAD — ???Uriah 
Smith led the Opposition - as anyone 
could have seen this coming who read 
his Fantacies in “D&R" derived from 
CATHOLIC TRADITION’ WVER saw fit to 
quoting the Testimonies! WHY - ???? 
He' PREFERRED "BISHOP NEWTON" 0r 
perhaps "FATHER BEGUILE" or "FRIAR SLY." 
o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o-o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o 
IN THE BATTLE CREEK TABERNACLE:
“If they “KNEW and UNDERSTOOD the VOICE' ’ 
OF GOD, many would LEAVE Battle Creek... 
I assured them*"that no phase"*©! our “ 
Message had been CHANGED to meet Scienti
fic or Spiritualistic PHILOSOPHY.", .My * 
labors would be naught should*! preach 
ANOTHER Gospel...1 am not to retract 
ONE WORD of the Message I have borne... 
SEARCH for them.7.DIG for the BURIED 
Heavenly Treasure ..^REVISE the Evidences 
given in the PAST., ,Do*“not pick up SUP
POSITIONS and make them FACTS,,.UNIFY, 
UNIFY. But we are NOT to UNIFY with 
those urtio are departing from the Faith^ 
giving heed to seducing spirits and doc
trines of Devils...NOT AS A FIEND, not 
as a being that REPELS, ‘but as ah Angel 
of LIGHT he will come,.'.It was by his~ 
WORDS,' not-by-his-appe arance, that the 
Saviour RECOGNIZED the Enemy., .Satart' 
LEFT OUT,..worts...11 PH A5:IO9,HO,23l- 
2,342-3,528. 1905-1909.
o-0-0-0-O-0-0—O-O-O-O—0—0—0-0—O—0-0-0—o 
And THIS was the BATTLE-of 1888 that 
they have tried so* assiduously to cover. 
This GANG - that Sr. White bailed t «A 
CONFEDERACY of EVIL." T^ 293-6,461-3.

This GANG voted in 1883 to CHANGE 
the Testimonies because of the many* 
"IMPERFECTIONS'." EGW-MR 65,8O.TC 62.

This GANG bribed JONES & WAGGONER 
with HONOR, POSITION, INFLUENCE, OFFICE, 
WOMEN - so theyturneU to DRUGS and the 
AMA - to the Gangsters in Chicago. Just’ 
one GANG honoring another GANG.'A Junto. 
A Cabala. A Union. A Confederacy.**A Now 
Organization. Books of a ^few Order. n

5-(^247.) “I A?! SAVED’" What is WRONG with: 
*1 M SWEM* Is that not "FAITH?" Or is it 
merely the Height of "PRESUMPTION11 - not 
waiting for the "HOUR OF HIS JUDGMENT IS 
COTE’" But the "HOUR OF MY JUDGMENT IS COME»« 
We knew when we tackled that favorite of all 
the Doctrines of BABYLON — that we wo111!d 
LOSE half-our-MaHing-Liet - OVERNIGHT’- 
NEVER hear from most of them ever again!* 
And many others meet us with the greatest 
SUSPICION’ We know they prefer BILLY GRAHAM 
or ORAL ROBERTS or JONES or WAGGONER or CAN
RIGHT or BALLANGER or* FROOM or ANDERSON br 
WRIGHT orBRINSMEAD or PESTESor BURNS or 
some other Agent of the Devil’ SOOTH-SAYERS, 
"PEACE & SAFETY" Prophets. How do YOU know 
WHO is Saved or whose SINS are FORSAKEN’- 
let alone FORGIVEN’ Let alone CANCELLED’ 
Let alone BLOTTED OUT*’ Who is SINLESS????

Anyway - if you care to look for it - 
you will find this CATALOGUED & DOCUMENTED 
in the Testimonies as the EAR-MARK of the 
False Devil—led "REFORMATION" to come before 
the True. GO 471-2. * ...............

"The PHARISEE stood and prayed thus WITH 
HIMSELF." SM 2’313. “I AM SAVED.",,.no Sanc
tified tongue* will be found uttering'these " ’ 
words till Christ shall Come." SM 1:314.1890. 
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o~o-o-o-o 

THE TRUE MESSAGE, '
The True Messa'ge came in 1888.*“It was reject
ed by the Majority. When it comes again* - 
the Angel of Rev. 18 - it will again bo re
jected. (a) What was the Message of 1888? 
(B; What was the Apostasy'of 1888?

URIAH SMITH. ~ * *
Uriah Smith led the* Gang. The "Big-Three"* 
that said the "Congregation is Holy - every 
one of them."TM 76-80; '(See-FROOM - "The 231) 
Movement of Destiny" 323,626.)(OLSON 92,101,-

• • They put out "BIBLE READIWS” and "D&R” 
to counter-act and* neutralize "THE GREAT 
CONTROVERSY" and when that did not work the 
way they wanted it to - they CHAWED THE 
TESTIMONIES’ And 1888 was the’first Year of 
•the CHAWED and VIOLATED Book"!

"I have NOT b'een instructed to’ CH AWE 
that which' I have sent out." RH A5:IIO,'~ 
Jan.26,1905. "NOT-A—WORD is CHAWED or de
nied.” 67:57.

"But the reports that ARE CIRCULATED, 
that any* of my helpers’ ARE PERMITTED to ADD 
matter or CH AWE the meaning of the Messages 
X write out,' ARE-NOT-TRUE,‘,.they have opened’ 
mind and heart to the Control of the Enemy,.. 
I-AM-NOT-RESPONSIBLE-FCR-THE-OMISSIONS-THAT 
ARE-SAID-TO-EX I ST." SM 1:50-2,61.
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6-(^247.) This GANG conspired to'OPPOSE the 
TESTIMONIES that declared the Fate of Old 
Jerusalem would be the Fate of the" Church'* 
if they were not careful! Tg:67,133,32,134, 
127,250. B7»l2. PK 4I7. TI:I9O. DA 232. 
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—O—O—O-O-O-O-O-O-O—O-O-O-O—0-0 
But, like the Jews of Old - they wanted1 
’’THE CERTAINTY OF OUR SALVATION** which 
grew until they could stdnd$n the 
Platform with Billy Graham, shouti 
the Pentecostals* "I AM'SAVED J” «S 
MEANS “GOING THRU J" Glory! HALLUCINATIONS* 

We are * “DEALING IN THE POSITIVE J"
In 1888 they CHANGED the Testimonies. What
ever’ else took place’at that Timo - it'was 
clearly a Flexing for Position & Power*’ 
Uriah Smith led the Van. Wanting to oust 
Sr* White’ entirely. I doubt if Jones and 
Waggoner really knew what was Happening. 
As many before them, they happened to take 
the Hight Side, for the Moment. "HIIDE goeth 
before a FALL.” Flattery and Praise went’to 
their Head. This was hurried on by the Uriah 
Smith GANG, 
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
Yoh'do not like the word* "GANG?* Then what 
word would Please you? The Testimonies-of 
Jesus Christ called the GANG in the"Days 

>y the name'of* -nwnjuji," l>o 
‘RABBLE?" or "THOUGHTLESS RABBLE"

LESS RABBLE." "MOB." “LIKE WILD

THEREFORE' -
For this Hour - we have the'Discovery 
that JONES-WAGGONER fell for KELLOGG* 
gave tip the'Testimonies completely! 
Denied all relevance to the Message of 
the Third Angel and the Sanctuary”! ruths 
of 1844! Js it just a co-incidence that 
those who go Deepest into JONES-WAGGONER 
also End up giving up the Testimonies, 
(do not have enough "Kick" for them]) 
and think NOTHING of Bowing down with ’ 
the Motley Crew now praying IN the “1st’. 
Apartment, or in NO APARTMENT - way' out 
in" the OUTER COURT — IN the SDA Church 
and OUT of the SDA Church! It seems to 
make little of no Difference any more. 
They lend’their Sympathizes the one to 
the other. ANYTHING to oppose those who 
Worship in' the Most Holy Place. Whidh 
is the Third Angel fs Message. EW 254. 
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-d-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o 
How can such people give the "L0UD”CRY?“ 
Which is the "Third Angel 1 s'" Message!” 
Which is the Most Holy II ace Message!* 
If they are OUT of the'Sanctuary entire
ly' or receive'the Power”from Satan in 
the 1st. vacated Apartment! EW 56, " 
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
Who is going to take part in Reviving 
these Truths? Who Is going to stand up 
in this Crisis Hour? EW 69,261.
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—o—b—o—0—0 
We have not made this Call before - but 
this Is a jbint venture by the People 
of God - and this is the Time to Sell 
that Property, that Lot, that Boat - 
lay up Treasure in Heaven. EW 48-5O. 
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-0-0-0-0-0-6-0-0-0-0-0-0-0 
This Message of the'Third’ Angel must 
go', with you, with me - or without you* 
and me - it-will-go! Let us go WITH It, 
This will Be followed by a World-Wide 
PESTILENCE. LEFT OUT of EW 48 but found 
in PT 32. HH AI:II. Sept.1849.

A PESTILENCE in the SEALING TIME! 
"Soon the DEAD & DYING will be all a— 
round us," And then those "NOT SENT BY 
GOD" - the FALSE TIME-PROPHETS will’be 
"CUT-DOWN"'by the Pestilence J‘PT 32.

Bro. Carp - did you say this was J^T 
IMPORTANT - ? You"say it is MCKE IMPOR
TANT to Spoon-feed’ people of the World?

I know of “no''Work’ more Honorable,_
more Vital, more Dramatic as we 
these Last Closing Days. Will you come

’ to the Help of the Lord against the 
m a a . k TT •— _ •

of the Jews by the name’of * "RABBLE," Do 
you prefer* "■ 
or "SEN 
BEASTS." "THE MURDEROUS ’ THRONG.” That is 
what they were. In 1888. TM 76-81, 
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—o—0-0-0-0—0—0 

THE END. ‘
Leaving 1888 for the Moment - and Looking 
at the End of it all - 
(a) 1888 will be Repeated. Bfisbin Book p. 
10-1. "RELIGIOUS LIBERTY & TEMPERANCE "ASSOC, 
Box I95,r TRENTON, N.J. 08602. RH 44:547. 
42*453-4. Dec.23,1890. D4 242. 15:136. PP 
104. B2*5l', T2*IO5. GCB 1893. ■
(B) The early FANATICISMS will bo Repeated.
(C) The Holy Flesh Fanaticism of Indianna
in 1910 will be Repeated. "I AM SAVED*"• ’ 
With DRUMS & MUSIC & SHOUTING. SM 2*1-60, 
(d5 Kellogg *s Apostasy was the "AL'PHA”; 
This will go into the "OMEGA.* B2*5O-3i 
(E) JONES & WAGGONER went over FULLY to * 
KELLOGG in“ 1903 r "MCVEMENT-QD DESTINY” p.’ 
3 47,152,386,399,605,607,626,524', 53 0 .FROOM. 
"THROUGH CRISIS TO VICTORY" p.268,290-320. 
(f) NO LAW CAN BE KEPT* So let us COVER all 
our Sins with "HIS RIGHTEOUSNESS*" This is 
the present False, Self-styledAWAKENING" 
based on DANIELLS, JOIES, WAGGOJER, KELLOGG, __ .
"GOD-WITHIN" - "SINLESS" - "EQUAL WITH CHRIST® Mighty - ? This is tho Hour.

HOEHN RESEARCH LIBRARY, Box 1270, GRAND FORKS, BC Canada.



and giving the "Loud Cry” - those who

that Universal & Popular"Dogma - the"** 
“World rs Conversidn" - were'Fow indeed, 
and accounted Mad. The Leaders of the 
Unpopular Truth of the 144,000 from all 
the World •* could be Counted’on the 
Fingers'of one Hand. With some Fingers 
missing.
"‘Many knew the Truth, Secretly would 

admit it - but knew it would new?’bo 
Popular, Foss & Hoy knew this also. * 
Knew it well*. That is why they stayed” 
in the Background and let the False Ex
citements and Delusive Enthuisiasm take 
over. To turn the Tide in favor of the 
Visions - was considered'Hopeless.

A few Messages came from Time to Time 
that some eagerly'grasped for the Spirit 
impressed the Truth home*. Joyfully they 
set out’to convince their fellow Church 
Members.“But were Shocked, Dismayed? 
Overwhelmed, at the Cold Stares, the 
Iceberg Reception”- for which they were 
not Prepared. They withered in the Heat 
of Day. Shallow-Rooted..Unstable. One 
thing they knew - the Message must*be 
Popular, Froom told them"so. If itwas’ 
not Popular - this was reason enough to 
Reject it. So'lihey turned to’Hate - 
what for a Moment they Loved. This'is' 
the end Result & Consequence'of Psyche ’ 
logy. And the Doctrines of Uriah Smith, 
the Chief Opponent of’the Testimonies 
in the Crisis in'1888/ Froom at long 
last admits this. After dll this "Time*. 
“MOVEMENT CF DESTINY” p.323?243w4. (Care
ful reading is required here,’alsb see:) 
“THROUGH CRISIS TO VICTORY” p.92-5,lOl- 
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-b 2,23l^

Not one Adventist Preacher in not 
one Adventist Church of the Uriah Smith 
School - ever told this people that the 
Visions' declared that the Fate of “Old 
Jerusalem would be the Fate of the 
Adventist Church & all the Institutions, 
if they failed to Obey. It would cost 
them their Office to tell* them that. 
They would* be set upon immediately just 
like they*dealt with the Prophets’of 
God of Old. For telling the Truth.

The Book “THE GREAT CONTROVERSY” - 
starts right out by informing us that 
the Destruction of Jerusalem, one of* 
the 7 Horrors of the World — “was But 
a faint Shadow*1 of what is to happen to 
“Hig people” lulled into “Midnight”" 
DARKNESS by “religious Leaders.” p.37—8. 
1884 “SPIRIT OF JROPHEGY,” ■ •;

7- (*247.) ADDENDUM - Nbv.2l, I97I. 
0-0-0—0—0—0-0—0-0-0—0—0—o—o—o-o-o-o-o-o—0—0 THE DESTRUCTION OF JERUSALEM.
God in„Hi*s Pfercy saw the Doom coming on 
Jerusalem of Old. A Doom that could not be 
averted. The Ilace would be Plowed like a ** 
Field. 2 Million Jews would Die'by the* Sword, 
by the Flames, by the Famine, by Slavery,

The Jewish Church was totally unaware of* 
this. Their Leaders did not tell them". Their 
Leaders did not Know. They misinterpreted 
the Prophecies. Only the “Blessings”’of the 
Covenant were Read in the Synagogues/They 
thought* it Safe to remain in Jerusalem.

Under the Influence of Judas - the Dis
ciples expected the Old Church would have 
a glorious Future, and they'would be the 
Leaders* of this'“Kingdom come.” The Roman 
Government would be put down, and'the Jews 
would have their Place in the Sun, This pre
diction was so Popular, so Desirable - they 
would not Listen to anything else.“GIVE US 
BARABBUSJ” Because the Black Revolutionary 
Plot was more Popular t’o the heart of the 
Jew. They had.come to make Christ “KIN?” - 
but the Straight Testimony came to'them”!in
stead - so they "Walked no more with Him/1 
And Hq just about Ldst all H±£ Disciples, 
BA 154,‘193,218-9,23 4-5,236^243,261,377-9, 
408-9,415-8/RH A6:153,158.

The Universal Religion was “FAITH” - in 
SELF, in NATION, in HOLY CITY, in PRIESTHOOD. 
They thought* they were’ the “Voide of God” - 
and could forgive Sins. EW 2I3-4.

THE HOLY CITY. • - •
Today we do not* have the Excuse of the ‘Jews. 
We have the same Set-up. We have the same 
Jewish Aspirations. T 1:283. *' “* * ’

We‘ have the High-Priest (Froom) to Intone 
the’ Prophecies of the Church “Triumphant” - 
a great Victory over the Romans(Catholics) 
in the'"Loud Cry.”* This is certain,‘sure, 
settled. So says Froom, Pierson,'"Carcich, 
Beach, Brinsmead, and deluded Company*. "Just 
stay with the Congregation - the”Congregation 
will be "Holy, every one of them." The 250 
"Princds of Reribwn" have voted the'Bigge st 
Budget in History. "The Last & Only Church.” 

“This I Know"*- 
"For Uriah Smith told me so J" 

This was the main Doctrine of Houteff, Bach- 
and, and the* Shpherd’s Rod. Alsb“*tho’lahweh 
Cults, and most all of the Reformers. Those 
who Opposed this reckless Enthuisiasm of 
their "INNUMERABLE MULTITUDE THEORY” -*of * 
their “144,000 Sealed Adventists" going out * 
and divine the "Loud Crv” - those who Opposed



led further and further from”
10 VI *1UUU UMU»* VI»*VJ ...J --— * - _Heady, Highminded.“FCE 535-6,460. not Read. The Warning comes Free.

•” ii to • —

“Educated Ounces J" FCE 44.*"EducAted 
Infidels!” T7*167.“Educated Worldlings!” 
o—o-o—o-o-o-o-o-o—o—o—o-o—o—d FCE 536; 
Now''busy attacking the Testimonies and 
blaming Sy, White for the NEW-MESSED-UP 
"GREAT CONTROVERSY!" A Theological Cluck 
by the name of Wm;S.Peterson, SUMMER' 
I97I SPECTRUM p. 84-91,' And' in the same 
Issue another Candidate'for the Dunce- 
Cap by name of Arthur J.Peterson who 
wants us to have the ’’IMAGE OF THE BEAST”

"IN COMMON” with the other Churches! 
GC 445. The one a “primary developer of 
the first USA Air Force’ballistic mls- 
sle“ something or other. And the other 
Babbling in Jargon according to the 
Degrees he holds from BABYLONJ Which is 
becoming the Rage in Adventist Circles 
now-a-days. Imagine “CONVERTING" people 
and THEN teaching them the Message! les, 
I expect them to Rock & Roll to THAT* 
"ONLY BELIEVE J" "By Faith ALONEJ«GC'47l. 
“Get with It- Brother!” Be sure and 
give them more Gold to pouf down the 
Drain of their’ Golden Calf. To build a 
Big Fat' Popular Church. “So APOSTASY;In 
the Church will prepare the fray for the 

. IMAGE Ho •the-BEAST-" GC 444,389,390,* ’ 
338,446,449,603. T6:l7. T8?II9. SM2T68.

“When the professed people of God' 
are UNITING with the World, living as 
they live, and JOINING with-them in 
forbidden Pleasure; when the Luxury of 
the* World become s’“the Luxury of the 
Church; when-the marriage Bells*are” 
Chiming, and all are looking forward 
to many Fears of Worldly propperity,- 
the’h, SUDDENLY as the Lightening flashes 
from* the Heavens, will-come-the-End of 
the'if bfight VISIONS And delusive HOPES’’ 
GC 339,464: DA 379,383,577,299',635,645, 
628-9. 15:478, EW 139. RH A6:I54. .

- - • • DUMB DOGS.
“The Lord...is too MERCIFUL to visit 
His people in JUDGMENT. Thus “PEACE & 
SAFETY" is the Cry from.. .THESE DUMB' 
DOGS that would not Bafk...ALL'pdrish 
together.” T5S2H. W431-2,233,407;' ’ 
RH A5:238,242,386,40l. A2:IO5._DA 635.

Nothing could be Clearer’-’ 
Nothing will be Hated more.

But we do hot have the Excuse the Jews 
had. We have '2 Counts against "us r
(1) Jerusalem Ts end is an Example.
(2) The Prophecies are not now buried 
in some "Sepulchre of Kings” nor chained 
to a Pulpit. Nor the Excuse that we can-

8- (#247.) The Uriah Smith Element did hot 
Uko that very much, so they CHANGED it to’ 
apply to “THE DOOM CF A WORLD." Your GC 36. 
(To this Day they want NX.TESTIMONY-AGAINST 

THEM J "They BEGAN this Satanic work at Min
neapolis., .they HATED it the more, because 
it was a Testimony AGAINST them!" TM 80.) 

o-o-o-o PEACE AND SAFETY.
Uriah' Smith was also the Foremost one to 
foster the Catholic Traditions of "ARMAGED
DON" and when the "NATIONS" shall say! 
“Peace &’Safety" ■then "Sudden destruction" 
shall come upon them! But the Testimonies” 
apply this to the Church & the Church-Lead
ers! let to this Day they are Blind to it, 

RQo ye OUT to meet Him." Many who HEAR 
the Meggage - by far the greater number - 
will not credit the solemn Warning.'.Ministers 
will Warn the peoplc 'not-to-1'isten-to-thom, 
Noah received the same Treatment.', .will 
SURPRISE the False Teachers who aro saying, 
“PEACE & SAFETY •“■.1 .Thus saith the Word of 
Inspiration, “Sudden DESTRUCTION cometh up
on THEM." TM 233. 1895. ’ ’

“At this Time, when wickedness’is at its 
Height, MINISTERS of the Gospel are crying, 

"Peace & Safety." Upon those whose minds’are’ 
thus set at REST, SUDDEN DESTRUCTION coYneth. 
UNPREPARED, they shall not Egcape,"B2:23 • 

* “There never will be a Time in the His
tory of the CHURCH when God!s Worker’can 
fold his hands and be at ease, saying,"All 
is PEACE & SAFETY." THEN it is that SUDDEN 
destruction come th .1 .The CONTEST wUl’wax ” 
more and more Fierce...Mind will be arrayed 
against Mind." TM 407. 1897.

- DM DOGS. ‘ ”
Isaiah, Jeremiah, and Ezekiel lamented*"at 
the "DUMB DOGS" that ate the Fat & wore the 
Wool - lived off the”Flock‘ - but would not 
Protect them nor Feed them. Lgf the Wolves 
come in to the Camp. The Bloody Barabbugsesi 
It was NOT the Homans that ruined Jerusalem. 
"Contending factions" of the Jew's destroyed 
each other and ransacked the Stores.GC_3l. 
Again — from WITHIN the "Holy City" contend
ing Factions i'n the "SPECTRUM" Magazine are 
Destroying every last Vestige of the Faith.- 
Invading the Storehouse of* Truth’and foul
ing the Residue under their Feet •’“Clamoring 
for a Unity of Church & State. Demanding 
respect for the Evolutionists & the Revolu
tionists. “We are going to’“bo” greatly 
SCATTERED before long...tremendous pressures 
will be brought upon every Sevohth-day 
Adventist...led further and further from” 
the PrincipO.es of Truth unt^"tHcy^b,obbme 
...Traitors, F

PrincipO.es


called a nr

Synagogue of Satan."TM 16, 
a i

RARY to any human Planning." TM 300, DA 2^2. and it shut them inlike—a—thick-Cloud. 
EW 271 - Top of Pago we so© the SEALTt3G.
Of a "COMPANY." A "COMPANY" is'NOT the ‘ 
"ARM OF THE LORD," A Company, Troop, or

• Platoon - is only a Part of an Army. A
General commands an Army, a Captain a Cbm*- 
pany, arri a lieutenant a Platoon. Numbers 
vary with Times and Countries. It is only. a "COMPANY" that gives the "LOUD CRY" so ’

9-(#247.) FATE OF JERUSALEM: ------ -
"The DESOLATION of JERUSALEM ih the days 
of*v JEREMIAH is a solemn Warning'to modern 
Israel, that the counsels & admonitions _ — viiiui 1P.11O
given them through chosen Insttwentalittes’ ERRORS, HERESIES, & DELUSIONS^"CCL^I^;* 
cannot be disregarded with Impunity?1 PK 4I7. REMEMBER it is "IMPENETRABLE," COL 4I4; 
w"? ^at shall' REMETEER they are "ALL ASLEEP"."MATT;257

RE?«iETSER this "CurirAwT*1 called a myster- ' 
ious "PROCESSION" swoops PAST”the keeping 
Church’, does not NEED the Sleeping Church, 
Has more LIGHT than tho Sleeping Church,” ’ 
Has the "Voice of the Bridegroom."COL 406.

This "VOICE" - the Voice* of “‘the Bride 
and the Voice of the Bridegroom WAKES UP 
the SLEEPY CHURCH. COL 406. "Sleeping 
Pre'Abhers preaching to a Sleeping people;" 
T2«337. This "VOICE" is OUTSIDE the Church 

This "VOICE" EXPOSES, DENOUNCES,CON
DEMNS all the “ABOMINATIONS" in that * 
Church. Without which there is' no'SEAL, 
"MARK-THIS-POINT-WITH-CARE.« T3’267.' 
Those who do not'thus "SEE" - will be 
"SLAUGHTERED," T3?267. This is iD the’ 
"CLOSING WORK FOR THE CHURCH," T3:266.

THE STRAIGHT TESTIMONY, 
This is the "Straight Testimony to the 

  Laodiceans" upon which "the DESTINY of
great Excitement, the Church HANGS." EW 270. (This is "TO"

1 the Laodiceans hot "FROM" the Laodiceans!
. ^nflur of New Members - Lo, and Behold! Even The*Laodiceans think it is their only 

prerogative to give a Testimony "FROM" 
the Laodiceans, ‘ and - like the Jews of 
Old - think they require no Testimony!)' 

All"you have to do, to be Lost -is to 
be "Indifferent & Careless" (couldn^care
less )all you have to do is'be Stupid e- 
hough to listeh to“the Mventist’Preachers 
that Spear-head the so-called, self-styled 
"AWAKENING" and make "NO EFFORT""- do'not 
"FIGHT" or "RESIST" the~DeviI - do not' 
"TRY" to Overcome or keep the LAW - 

WONDERFUL WORDS’
r    _____ "I saw Angels of God hasten to the'ASSIST-

is the HEAD - aid not the TAlL'~uLord, grant ANGE’ of ALL who were STRUGGLING with ALL" 
us thy POWER - for we are the men of the their Power to RESIST the Evil Angels and
HOUR’" Just like the Jew. TRYING to HELP themselves';" EW 270,

LESSEN, While bn the other Hand J
But the TRUTH Is just tho OPPOSITE,’"CONT- ‘ "They were NOT RESISTING tfie DARKNESS^;. 
"R Pi M TM DO _ DA olO- fi vvi 4 4*. 4 T 41rA*wA«w4".h4 At*"01 OUrl a

The Angels of God LEFT these., .His Angels 
LEFT those who made NO EFFORT to HELP 
themselves, and I lost sight of them." 
EW 270. (Wonderful, Wonderful, Words!/’ 

This is" "The BATTLE in the DAY of the 
LORD." EW 69. The Numbers of the COMPANY 
"LESSEN" - contrary to any SHEPHERD’S 

__ _ • ROD - YAHVIST - ROGERITE - BRINSMEAD
this cannot be tho 144,000, but only a Part. ADVENTIST - YARNS. “LESSEN,11 EW 271.

REMEMBER it is the MIDNIGHT HOUR.
REMEMBER tho Church is in MIDNIGHT DARK
NESS, "DARKNESS deep as MIDNIGHT."COL 4I4, 
REf®?®ER this DARKNESS is "multitudtndus

Can,mt ?? aisregarted with 4J7. REMEMBER it is "IMPENETRABLE.

PESTILE^E ^PK0’ by th° and the this "COMPjOT"

"JERUSALEM is a representation'of what
THE-CHURCH-WILL-BE if it refuses towalkin 
the Light that God has given,,.He~com‘6'fe td 
investigate in Battle Creek." Tg:67,**133-4. 
(More references p.6.)T5:76-8,8I. 14:167.

THE SEALING. ‘
No Subject is of more Moment or Concern 
than Is the "LOUD CRY." It is universally 
agreed that the "LOUD CRY" will bo given 
«by SEALED Saints! "Hence the Looking'for 
Signs, Omens, Waymarks, Evidence - of the 
SEALIl^. But the real Evidences that have 
been given - are not wanted by those' who’ 
nSAY they are JEWS - but who LIE, and ARE 
NOT." Rev.3*9'. "God shew me that THIS CLASS 
were professed Adventists, who had fallen 
away.® WTF 12. "Hireling priests."EW I24; 
"Confederacy...

SEALING to them means
A groat Revival.'’A great Admittance of‘an

• an "Innumerable Multitude that no man can 
NUMBER." The SEALING is a NUMBERING. But 
they do not.want a NUMBERING - even if 
Probation doses with it. "..the Saints 
were NUMBERED and SEALED, Then I saw Jesus 
• • *^Hfow down the Censer•. ."IT IS DONE ’«,,.

. "EVERY case was decided, EVERY jewel NU1®ER- 
ED...while He was in the Most Holy Place." 
"The Plagues were Falling." EW 279-2#!.

But they want all 12 Tribes to come out 
of the ONE Tribe, ahd the "World’s*Conver
sion" besides. Eagerly coming*'to Praise,’ 
and Adore, and Admire - the Adventist’. He
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No NUJfcERS r--------------
WRONG GROUP’ Better have ANOTHER LOOK at

“COMPANY* that*were giving the Straight Testi
mony to (not from!) the Laodiceans! Tg’be’ 
left behind in "DARKNESS" all they need do

DARKNESS’ And* this is EXACTLY what you will 
see when you read the ORIGINAL Testimony 
with the MISSING'FOOTNOTES! TI:I82. "

"WR'AT’ The Spirit poured hut, and the* 
numbers "LESSEN” at that very Time! Xes."" 
Like the 500 at the Ascension,"and* a short 
time later - at Penteqobt there were'only 
200 left! That number also "LESSENED’”'

1888 is to be Repeated. The Majority will 
fall again - as Jones & Waggoner fell for "LIVING TEMPLE" - "GOD-WITHI"* **" ----

"The TRUTH..;does not tread as with’soft 
sQ-ippered Foot." R&H. April 20,1897.
O—O—0—0—0—0—0—0*0—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—b—o 
The Si riless Crew is converging on the 
Sevonth^-day Adventist Church, and the “ 
Doors are* being opened to ahtertaih'the 
First Apartment Worship -"dr way out in'*' 
the Outer Court! Having let go the Anchor 
they will novrbeat on the Rooks of* Infi- 

y. EW 256. Giving up’the Third
v !s Message whi'dTis thb Most Holy 

Ilace Worship. EW 254. GC 60S'. 15:463,136.
All this and more - we intend to deal 

with" in these Reports ."Do you want the"
a Part 
[MEMBER—

____  _ SEALINGrrT?:267.*' 
"LESSENING1’ - you are with the 
: ■__________________ ---------------------------------------- i

them!'Are they Praying OUTSIDE the Third 
• Angel’s Message?

“THE THIRD ANGEL closes his Message 
thus* "Here is the patience of the Saints’ 

ls_go_BACK to the CHURCH that is in*MIDNIGHT here are they that KEEP the Commandments 
of God,* and the FAITH of Jesus.11 As he 
repeated these Words, he pointed to... 
the Most Holy Place..lAs they BI FAITH 
(“Here is FAITH, naked FAITH."EGW.) ENTER' 
the Most Holy - they find Jesus.“EW 254-5. 
0-0—0-0—0-0-0—0—0-0—o—0-0-0—0-0-0—o-o-o-o

THE COVENANT.”
•A BLESSING - if ye OBEY...
“A CURSE — if ye will NOT' OBEY the Com
mandments of the Lord your God."Duut.H: 

"LIVING TEMPLE” - "G0D-WITH1N" - «I AT*SAVED- o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o 26-8." 
SINLESS-SANCTIFIED J« In thereat of the * PART ONE - "A Blessing IF ye will Obey"- 
Battle as the True Light conies‘on this and He would “BLESS" their goings
related Subjects - the Majority will Wilt, in and their comings out,jand
Falter, Fail - lose their Way. Take* "sides z . thei^ 
with the Majority in the Testing-Time". ^A^x' 

"YE SHALL BE AS GODS’!" is the’Dbctririe of W
one Segment of the Awakening - as they imbibe .3^
the delightful Doctribe that they are Holy,. tm
"Complete" - just like "Christ" - having o-o-o-o-o-b-o-o-o-o-o-6-o-o-o-o-o-d-o-b-o 
his "NATURE" - "LIFE" - and "RIGHTEOUSNESS." MORE WCRDS were used for the "CURSES" - 
All by a Wish* & a Prayer? 1 cannot find* w— ---— nrvcoTwe
words to describe that Emetic Blasphemy. * and the Preachers glory in the ELhSbiNSS,
But we Have glorious References in the other but want' the CURSES not at all. For**they 
Reports. ----- --- ~ " throw the "IF" but! A useless Appendix.

"It is left-with-us to Remedy the Defe*cts They blotted out PART TWO.

£ ™ k™. M.

not" recognize the manifestations of the Holy  ' nwiTTHPUL
Spirit in the Latter Rain," TH" 507. (How Th.*® Israel was led astray^by CNFACTHFUL 
can one be dMiy "ADVANCING" if he is "COM- WATCHMEN - who only said’ ’PEACE. PEACE. 
PLETE?" "NOTHIN! WANTING*" What Gall!)

*• —■

Io- (#247.) This "COMPANY" had "GREAT POWER"
- yot this "GREAT POWER" aid not’ffellbw the" 
World or the Lukewarm Laodiceansi""They were 
all astir. The Zeal and Power with the"**** . 
people of God had AROUSED & ENRAGED them." * 
So’much sb that they were in”Danger'of their 
very* Lives. Jb - no Adventist wants ' 
to believe THAT’ EW 272.

Beginning this last Battle - some in this 
Company succumb to the Siron-Sohgs of "DO 
NOT CONDEMN’" - "MAKE NO EFFORT’” - "IT IS 
NOT BY TRYING, (IT IS BY LYING’")- "SILENCE 
IN THE TESTING TIME’" - "NO MAN NEEDED’" - 
"DO NOT JUDGE’" - "LET THE TARES GROW UP TO
GETHER wn:------------ —“

1

o-o-o-o-o-b-o-o-o-o-b-o-o-'o ’-o-o^o-

than for the "BLESSINGS” - but the^Priests 
hers glory m tne dLEoSIL^S, 

j CURSES not at’all! For”they 
throw the "IF" but! A useless Appendix.

dellt;
Angel

All this and more - we intend to deal

GETHER WHH THE VfflEAT UNTIL THE HARVEST THE" Honor aid tho Privilege of having . 
(Not knorttiis IS the "HARVEST TIMEJ’T-— in giving" this’Last Hassage - t HE 
"SJEWN OUT means GOIN! THRU J" and other "de- no "Crying aloud" ~ no SEALINJ’J'T', 
lusions of the Devil, MIDNIGHT DARKNESS, "

The "COMPANY" that "LESSENED" - EW 2?I.
Went into "DARKNESS" if they "LEFT" this
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wHEB#$:9s “he became the author of eternal 
salvation unto all them‘that ’OBEY him.” 
LITERAL GREEK: “OBEY him ALL.11

Of the many Slogans and Cunningly-De
vised tables - we have one from the 
JONES-WAGGONER-KELLOGG DEVOTEES: 
“BELIEVE & RECEIVEJ»

“Which hope we have as an ANCHOR of the 
soul,"both sure and steadfast, and which 
entereth into* that'WITHIN’ the VEIL;" whi
ther the forerunner is for us entered*, •

BELIEVE & RECEIVE,”
As the Jews wanted to Hear ONLY the 
“BLESSINGS” - go also erring man of 
Today wants to Hear5’“ONLY BELIEVE’ 
and the BLESSING is yours!" 00 47I.

HEB.4:&: “entered not in because of UNBELIEF*} 
LITERAL GREEK: “on account of DISOBEDIENCE,”

HEB.4:II: “lest any man Fall after the 
same example of UNBELIEF.11' 
LITERAL GREEK: “DISOBEDIENCE,«

UNBET11 Ejf ,
This is a very poor place to have used" the*
word5 “UNBELIEF,” For we know that they were 
not “UNBELIEVERS” - in the Sense that they 
DID believe in God! They DID believe in the 
SABBATH’ They LID believe in paying TITHE’ 
They DID believe in NONUPORK-EATINGJ Y0t' 
they “entered notrin because of ULBELIEFj” 
Of the sometimes 6 to 18 Shades of Waiting 
from the Greek to attempt to Transfer to the 
English - let us go to5
O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—0—0—0—0—O—O—0—0—O—O—O—O—0—0 
“THE INTERLINER GREEK-ENGLISH NEW'TESTAMENT” 
with'LEXICON & SYNONYMS by G *R .Berry, Ph.D. 
fc.95 from ZONDERVAN PUBLICATIONS courtesy 
of ANN DEMICHAEL'. For this purpose here To
day - this is worth the Price of this Book, 
o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o 
There is no such Pussey-Footing in the ORI
GINAL OR EMPHATIC GREEK.’” ---- - '

HEB .3*118: “And to-whom sware ho that'they 
should NOT enter into his REST, but to 
them that BELIEVED NOT.”
THE INTERLINEAR' LITERAL TRANSLATION:
“except to those who DISOBEYED.”

JUST WHAT IS WRONG WITH THAT - ??TT 
As those whose Carcasses fell in the 
Wilderness - they leave out the'KEY to 
it all. NO CONDITIONS WANTED -

PART ONE - “BELIEVE”’

PART THREE - “RECEIVE’”
O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O 
They do not want the CONDITIONS - just 
a nebulous “FAITH ALONE’” GC 471* (The 
Ear-Wrk of the Devil—led “REFORMATION”’) 
0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-6-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0 

- • EMPTY-HEADS.
“Elder Bennett, in' speaking of FAITH, 
said, ’ALL ^e have to DO is BELIEVE, and 
whatever*’we ask of God will be GIVEN us1!
"*“Elder White suggested that there 

were CONDITIONS specified* ’IF ye abide 
in me, and MY WORDS abide in you, ye 

’ shall ask what ye will, and it shall 
be done unto you.1 Said he, ’Your theory 
of FAITH must have’a FOUNDATION; it'is 
as EMPTY as a flour-barrel with both 
heads out.” 1888 Steam-Press IS 208.(80) 

DO-NOTHING - KNOW-NOTHING.
“The DO-NOTHINGS will be SPEECHLESS in 

. that Day. * .This class of DO-NOTHINGS
and KNOW-NOTHINGS’;, .will never hear "the 
well'done from the Lips of the Majesty ”' 
of Heaven.. .Their FAITH is DEAD, because 
it is not sustained by WORKS...They are 
WHITED SEPULCHERS - beautiful WITHOUT, 
as far as claims to piety',..but WITHIN 
full of UNCLEANNESS.. .many SHAM con
versions. True conviction of SIN, real 
heart SORROW because of WICKEDNESS,,, 
the DAILY OVERCOMING of DEFECTS of' 
CHARACTER, and the NEW BIRTH,7 .Such a 
WORK they KNOW NOTHING of.; .went on AS 

’ BEFORE,, .What is now needed is the PLAIN
TESTIMONY borne in love from lips touch- H 
ed with LIVING FIRE...It is TOO LATE* 

even JESUS,' made a HIGH-PRIEST forevor to SLEEP, TOO LATE to become indolent 
after the Order of Melchisedec *”HEB.6*19,20* DO—NOTHINGS.” RH AI:l92,202,210,238.

Ti-247•) Israel entered not into the 
Promised Land because of “UNBELIEF.” Hob.35l9, 
So their “CARCASSES fell in the Wilderness*" 
Heb.35l7. Again it is Written that they^’En- 
terod not in because of UNBELIEF.” Hob*. 4*6. 
And we are admonished lest we “FALL “after 
the same Example of UNBELIEF,” Heb.4’11.

’ DISOBEDIENCE. ” -
It is recognized by Biblical Scholars that 
the MARGINAL REFERENCE ig as good or often 
better - than the word as found in'tho"*Toxt, 
So for the last “U1BELIEF” that you'see a- 
bove from Heb.4’U - the MARGIN reads :~"DIS- 
CBEDIENGE.” They entered not in because of 
“DISOBEDIENCE.”
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OCCULT Msotlngs, OTHER 
you can see little, if any

You say 1 
to* prove THAT 
very Simply! ■ 
ciples. THE!

xuu asxs °iiiy uranam, ”JLn the rarable, ^Llj the ten
"YOUR SALVATION DEPENDS" on knowing" this.RDB, -we nt out to meet the Bridegroom. 
“THE CERTAINTY CF OUR SALVATION!" Key-note “ “ — ‘
address by a ViCe-President full of DRUGS 
and ARTHRITIS^ 
“GOD-WITHIN « the Pantheism of KELLOGG now 
going full Blast in* the "JONES-WAGGONER" 
AWAKENING Of the former SHEPHERDS’RODS’ 
The "DO" — the "OBEDIENCE" ig shelved in 
order to "WIN csuuLS;m io build the ^lg 
CONCERN #(I) - "What do the people WANT?" 
CONCERN #(2) -(If at all!) Wat doos Christ 
want of me?n "What is the Truth of this?”

FEELWS-IMIRESSI0N5. ‘* 
Nover taught before. Watch carefully', 
THE WISE VIRGIN — studies the Writings — 
COMPARES them with the NEW TEACHINGS. 
THE FOOLISH VIRGIN - goes by IMPRESSIONS - 
does not need to be’ARMED with KNOWLEDGE"- 
but goes by FEELING. Comes to* the ’Mooting 
to "fEEl" if the "SPIRIT" isthere! ®h! 
Foolish Soul! Do you not Know that you can 
come to ADVENTIST Meetings, REFORM Meetings, 

-■CH Mootings, and 
DIFFERENCE • W 

am going to have a'Hard'^ime
- ??? No, I can prove that 

! Let us go back to the J2 Bis^ 
!Y DID NOT KNOW WHO HAD A DEVIL’

^2"-(^247.) “DCU NOTHING" dangerous to mental 
Break-down. CH 199. "The DO-NOTHING system 
is a DANGEROUS one.” 14:94. "The DO-NOTHING 
system is* the GREATEST' CURSE that has be
fallen our Race.” T2:535.
O-O-O—0—0—O—O-O—0—0-0-0—0—0—O—O—O—O—0—0—0-0 
"LOVE above LAW" - again, NO CONDITIONS’* - - 
The Doctrine* of Devils that SatanTIntrodticed 
into the Courts oT’,‘Heaven. Now sweeping thru 
the Ranks of Reform and the Church! W© have 
LESS excuse than the* Devil - for he REALLY 
BELIEVED it would Work*! But we Have ’no"such 
argument to hide behind - for we’Soe the 
Working out of SIN - WITHOUT LAW’ But it 
does appear, to a*”^iolated Conscience it ” 
gives them a degree’of Rest - which is but 
a Lull in the"Storm,

For no Good has ever come out of a CARE
LESS, RECKLESS, IRRESPONSIBLE, PRESUMPTUOUS, 
STUBBORN REFUSAL* to recognize Sin - which 
they will do come the Seven*Last Plagues, 

This Kind cannot wait for a’&ingdbm*in 
Heaven - they must have it NOW’ Flattery, 
Praise, Self-Glorification. Like the Jews 
of QLd. Like Judas. "COMPLETE!" "NOTHING ’ 
WANTING’" fecept Brains!) “A FINISHED WORK’"   
"JUST LIKE CHRIST’" (ANTI-CHRIST ’) "SINLESS’" you*LIKE - but°this isVTROTH you never 

SELF-DISTRUSTFUL; *~* ] --------- ------ —
"ARE YOU SAVED?" asks Billy Graham'. ' ”In the ^arable, ALL the’teh 'Vir

Was there any I2 men *who were ever closer '• 
to God bn Earth? For 3 year’s they Walked 
with Rim and Talked with Him - ’and THEY 
DHT-NOT KNOW ’ (by "FEELINGS" - ’) They 
were so UNAWARE Of the SMOOTH & OILY 
OPERATOR - that they rather said’ "IS’ IT 
I?" So you Think you are going to come 
to Meeting and go by "FEELING" if this 
is the Right’ace for you to be*- ??? 
Let me tell you - you will FEEL the"SAME 
if you Bow’down’in the FIRST'apartment*,’ 
SECOND apartment, or’NO apartment!“Your' 
"FEEL INIS" win hot tell you If you should’ . . 
gb IN the Ark, or OUT 6f Sodom and Gommora’ 
or Floe out of the Holy City, The FEELING 
was to STAY IN - fit was CONTRARY TO 
FEELINGS to'go OUT J '

' The Congregation did not” "FEEL" that 
Korah, Da-than, and Abiram were WROND’ 
They "FELT" that** they were RIGHT’ So’did 
those who Whirled their'Partners around 
the Golden Calf! So if you are going by 
"FEELINGS" instead of your God-Given 
INTELLIGENCE — you surely have a LA2Y 
RELIGION - and besides that - you are a 
DEAD DUCK! This may not be the LANGUAGE*”

k 

heard BEFCRE — and just WHY NOT — ???
HT- 11 TX-__ 1.-1 _ ATT ±1.-- -Vi -iging"

, ALL' had 
Lamps, and Vessels for OIL. For a Time 7’ 
there was seen ND DIFFERENCE between “them1! 
o-o-o-o-o-o-0-0-o-0-0-o-0-0-0-0 C <X' ’ 408;

Christ DID NOT RECOGNIZE Satan except 
by his Words — NOT by his APPEARAN3EJ *He 
appeared ”as an Angel of Li^t.” So do' 

’the Agents of Satan. The PHARISEES' that 
order to "WIN SOULS’" To build the Big Church, assumed an air of "PIETY" were worse off 

~ ‘ than the "DEMONIACS" for they felt ” NO
NEED," DA 256-7. Actually the IMPOSTER 

and PIOUS FRAUD can put on a BETTER-APi." 
EEARANCE to the UNLEARNED — than the True 
and Honest soul who will‘NOT make such" 
Plods Boadting nor employ such Flattery. 
15:407-8,4!^. f '
O-o-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-d-Q-O-O-O-O-O-O-b^O-O 
"leasing,’ bewitching Fables captivate 
the senses...” CC 558. Who will hoir break 
away from the FALSE IMPOSTERS and’ come 
to the Defense of the F’allh ftnce deliver
ed'to the Saints? We neeSTa PRESS to 
develop the following Theme: *

"Ohly TWO CLASSES will be recognized 
in the JUDGMENT - those who VIOLATE 
God!s LAW, and those who OBEY it.”" 

HOEHN RESEARCH LIBRARYr CGL 283,
Brw Io7Of GRAND FORKS, BC CarwHa-
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